
 

 

Lessons 1 and 2 will be taught at school. whatever days your child attends. This means you can work on activities 3 and 4 from home on your ‘off’ 

days. If you are continuing to learn from home, then you can work through the activities in whichever order you wish       

Lesson Activity Guidance for Parents 
1 

P.E 
Our theme this week in P.E.  is ‘In the Jungle’ 

Find your own safe space. Begin by walking around the area, moving in and out of area, 

be careful of other people or objects. Can you walk fast on your toes? Can you walk 

fast on your heels? Hold your arms out to help you balance. Can you walk backwards? 

Can you travel sideways using side steps? Listen to the poem about marching through 

the jungle. Can you make up some moves to go with the music? 

There is a video to give guidance on how they 

could act and move to ‘The Jungle’ 

There is a music file as well to encourage 

their own interpretation.  

Remember to encourage them to warm up and 

cool down too. 

2 

Science  
Lets look at ways of measuring and recording the weather.  

A person who measures weather is called a Meteorologists. You could put out 

containers to catch rainfall. Compare the amount that falls on different days; Can you 

measure how much rain you collect? 

You could make comparisons with the sky on different days, noticing the colour and 

how much cloud cover there is.  

Why not take photos of the clouds and compare the different days.  

There are different ways of measuring the 

weather. Encourage your child to talk about 

what they can see, think about how to record 

it. This could be a chart, photos, on the 

computer.  

Talk about a compass and direction. Can they 

work out which way the garden is facing.  
3 

Geography 
What can you see in the Ocean? 

Last week we found out about the different oceans. Let’s have a look at the different 

creatures who live there. If you have a telescope like Timothy Pope (Shark in the 

Park story) you would be looking to see the different creatures. See if you can work 

out what they are! Can you make pictures through a telescope for your family?  

The sheets have the different sea creatures. 

Linking with last week- Can they name the 

oceans? What can they see?  

4 

Art  
Sunday 21st June is Fathers’ Day.  

 There are some examples of cards on page 2.  

 

Pop a picture on tapestry of what you have made. 

(After Fathers’ Day of course, don’t ruin the surprise)  

 At school we would be encouraging the 

children to write their own words inside the 

card. We find it easier to do this on a 

separate piece of paper, draw faint ruler lines 

on with pencil. Ask what they would like to 

write and if needed- write it down and get 

them to copy the words. You can then 

carefully rub out the lines. 😊  
 

 Topic Plan  

Date: 15.06.20 Focus: From Fossil to Farm  



 

 

 

This is a simple card. You need to 
cut out the letters DAD, in 
whatever style you want.  

Put the word on a piece of card, 
stick down with masking tape or 
blue tack.  

Paint, colour, crayon over the 
letters. Once dry, take off the 
letters and you should be left with 
the outline.  

You could ask your child to draw a 
monster- they can write their 
greeting on the card.  

Cut out some long strips of paper 
to make the arms. You could draw 
round their hands to stick at the 
end of the arms- to give their big 
hug! 
  


